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ABSTRACT
Mobile Agents are soft-wares migrating from one node to
another to fulfill the task of its owner. Mobile agents are not
properly utilized because of security concerns. One such
concern is ‗Denial of Service‘, in it the malicious host might
deny resources required by the agent and kill the agent, thus
the result computed so far is lost and this might happen every
time the agent visits any malicious host. This paper is an
extension of our work [12] in it we extend the concept to
hierarchical model by grouping similar hosts together and
finally detects the malicious host to prevent Denial of Service
Attack. Simulation is done using CPN tools, Colored Petri
Nets (CPNs) is a language for the modeling and validation of
systems in which concurrency, synchronization and
communication play a major role [3].
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advantage for using mobile agent technology is that
interaction cost for the agent-owner is remarkably reduced
since after leaving its owner the agent migrates from one host
to the next autonomously. Though a lot of research has been
done for security of mobile agents and host security [8,15], it
is still a major concern. One such concern is 'Denial of
Service' attack by malicious host, in such an attack; the
malicious host might prevent an agent from migrating to
another host or might even delete the agent. As a
consequence, all the results agent has collected so far are lost.
This might repeat every time the agent pass through that
malicious host while the owner has no knowledge to detect
the malicious host[13]. This paper presented a detection
mechanism for posteriori identification of such malicious
hosts. In general, the term Denial Of Service is used for
attacks in which the focus is on exhausting resources with the
effect that other entities cannot be served anymore[13]. In this
paper we extends the model, we presented in [11] and other
model discussed in [12,18], we introduced the concept of the
grouping of hosts together to make hierarchal model, finally
of which proved that owner can detect the malicious host. The
paper is divided in VIII Sections. Section II defined the model
having three main components Trust Server, Group In charge
and Guard.. Section III gives the steps in the model Section
IV deals with Simulation Section V gives the assumptions
taken to simulate the model. Section VI discusses the CPN
implementation of the model and shows instances of the
model at different stages. Many researchers have simulated
mobile agents in CPN tools before also [14]. Some related

work on agent security is discussed in Section VII. Last
Section i.e. Section VIII concludes the paper.

2. MODEL
The proposed model had following three main components:
2.1 Trust server
2.2 Group In charge
2.3 Guard

2.1 Trust Server
Trust server is the topmost layer of the model. It is responsible
for mobile agent authentication and commitment. It receives
the agent from the creator. We have assumed that trust server
uses a trusted hardware to ensure security.

2.2 Group In charge
The group in charge on receiving the agent decrypts the agent
with its private key. Check for the authenticity of the agent
and also do the mutual authentication. The group is made of
more than one mobile agent platform doing the same type of
service. The in charge depending on the load on its members
transfers the agent to one of its member for execution.

2.3 Guard
Guard receives the host id on successful execution of the
agent. If the host is malicious then its id is not given to the
guard.

3. STEPS IN THE MODEL




Agent is received by Trust Server.
Trust server passes it to different group In charge
Group In charge register the agents on their
corresponding hosts. Hosts executes the agents if
successful passes the host id to Guard if not then no
id is passed to Guard. Guard on complete execution
checks for complete itinerary for all host ids, if
anyone is missing it is detected as malicious.

4. SIMULATION
Simulation of the above model is done in CPN tools, to
implement the model several assumptions have been made
which are discussed further. Finally the result shows that
malicious host can be detected in Hierarchal model also.

5. ASSUMPTIONS




Trust server uses a trusted hardware
Agent is static i.e. its itinerary is pre-decided
Group members are of same type
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Group In charge does not send the agent as per the
load of its members, it transfer the agent to all its
designated hosts in a group. Guard is implemented
as a Fusion set. Some members are intentionally
made malicious

6. CPN MODEL
The model is simulated using CPN tools. In CPN model we
had 7 modules namely model, trust server, G1, G2, G3, G4
and G5. The agent is created with a unique id, source id and
ids for host it has to visit. Trust server transfers the agent to
different group incharge. Group incharge is implemented for
regitering the agent to the respective hosts , on execution at a
particular host its id is tranfered to Guard. Guard is
implemented as a Fusion set so that all the Guards can have
same information at any instance. Whenver the agent visits a
predecided malicious host , its acknowledgment is lost. On
complete execution a place called result in G5 contains the list
of mallicious hosts(if any).

Figure 2. Creation of Agent
Figure 2 shows agent is created having the destinations hosts
id, source id and agent id. The created agent is saved on place
―Save‖ and simultaneously transferred to place ―Inbuffer‖
from Inbuffer it will be transferred to Trust Server. The agent
shows the path 51,13,52,51,43,51,31,41,23,21. The
destination ids are of two digits first digit represents the
Group Incharge and second digit represents the host id within
the group. We have taken five groups and three hosts within
each group. The generated path has repletion of same
destination ids, which are ignored.

Figure 1. Model implementation in CPN
Figure 1 shows the CPN Model , transition called ―Create‖ is
used to create the agent , control on transition is programmed
as such that it creates only one agent at a time.The created
agent‘s copy is saved on place called ―Save‖ and other copy is
given to trust server for further action. Trust server transfer
the agent to group incharges.

Figure 3. Trust server sends agent to Group Incharge G2
Trust server sends the agent to respective group incharge as
per the destination path. The group incharge in turn sends the
agent to corresponding host. If the host is not malicous then
on execution the host id is transferred to place ―Guard‖ if host
is malicous then no acknowledgemnet is given to Guard.
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Figure 4. Guard having acknowledgement
Figure 4 shows that agent is executed by two hosts 23 and 13
as Guard has the entry 1`[23,13] which means that guard has
received acknowledgment from host 23 and 13 after
execution. Host H1 of group G2 is malicious so on execution
no acknowledgement will be added to Guard.

Figure 6. Instance of G5
Figure 6 shows an instance of G5, where agent has travelled
in Group G1, G2 and G3, the Guard shows acknowledgment
from host ids 33, 32, 23 and 13.Agent is still to be executed
by G5. In figure 7 , agent has been executed by all the hosts
and Guard shows acknowledgment from host ids 41, 33, 32,
23 and 13 whereas the place Result has host ids 43, 42, 21 and
12. This shows that on final execution we can detect the
malicious host by the presence of their ids on place Result.

Figure 5. Agent executed by malicious Host
Figure 5 shows that agent is executed malicious host H1 of
group G2 and there is no change in Guard, the entries in the
Guard is same as Figure 4.Execution by H1 is confirmed by
the removal of entry 1`11 in green color from H1 as in figure
4.
Figure 7. Malicious host at result

7. RELATED WORK
Many of the problems concerning the security of mobile agent
systems, both protecting the host from malicious agents and
protecting agents from malicious hosts, have been discussed
in the literature. Denial of service attack is tackled by [ ],
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Counter measures for mobile agent security are well discussed
in [19]. Execution tracing [9] is a technique for detecting
unauthorized modifications of an agent through recording the
agent‘s behavior during its execution on each host. In [10]
Lofti and Samuel introduce the concept of mobile agent
protection by clones. In [17] Sander and Tschudin introduce
the concept of computing with encrypted functions and thus
protecting the integrity and the privacy of the agent‘s
computations. Path history based accessed control is discussed
in [2].
Corradi present in [1] methods for protecting the agent‘s
integrity —both making use of a Trusted Third Party and
without it. In [6], Kim presented an adaptive migration
strategy that can be used to avoid mobile agents from
blocking or crashing.
This is achieved by a route reordering algorithm and a
backward recovery algorithm.
In [4,5] Westhoffet describe methods for the protection of the
agent‘s route against hosts spying out route information. One
technique for ensuring that a mobile agent arrives safely at its
destination is through the use of replication and voting [7].
The problem of detecting the black hole—a stationary process
destroying visiting agents—in an anonymous ring is
addressed in [16] visiting agents—in an anonymous ring is
addressed in [16].

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTUTRE
WORK
The simulation above shows that that the model can detect for
the malicious host whenever ‗Denial of service‘ attack occurs
and thus in the next journey that malicious host can be
skipped to prevent ‗Denial of service‘ attack.
The model discussed above is well suited for Static mobile
agent, but there may be certain case like the acknowledgement
is lost due to network, or the receiver does not send the
acknowledgement deliberately; such cases need to be
considered. Also we have considered only for Static Mobile
Agent, it is not considered for Dynamic mobile agent. Other
limitation is we have created single agent at a time it has not
dealt multi agent system.
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